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MULTIPARAMETER MAXIMAL FUNCTIONS
ALONG DILATION-INVARIANT HYPERSURFACES

BY

HASSE CARLSSON, PETER SJOGREN AND JAN-OLOV STROMBERG

ABSTRACT. Consider the hypersurface xn+i = Fli XV in Rn+1- The asso-

ciated maximal function operator is defined as the supremum of means taken

over those parts of the surface lying above the rectangles {0 < ij < hj, i =

\,...,n). We prove that this operator is bounded on IP for p > 1. An

analogous result is proved for a quadratic surface in R3.

1. Introduction. Let K be the right circular cone z2 = x2 + y2, z > 0, in

R3. We fix a generating ray, say Ir, = {(t,0,t): t > 0}, and consider portions of

K bounded by lo, a variable generating ray, and a sphere centered at the origin.

Thus, we set

Ar6 = {{x,y,z) € K: 0 < axg{x + iy) < 9, x2 + y2 + z2 < r2}.

The area measure on K is dS — ̂ /2dxdy, and we study mean values

mref(x,y,z)= ( dS)      /     f{x - x',y - y',z - z')dS{x',y',z').
\J ArS        /        J Are

We ask whether mr$f —> f a.e. as r —> 0 and 9 varies freely in (0, 27r] when / G Lv.

It is well known that to prove such a.e. convergence, one must show that the

corresponding maximal function operator

MKf(x,y,z) =supmre\f\(x,y,z)
r,e

is bounded on Lp or, at least, of weak type (p,p). When 9 = 2ir, it is easy to control

mrg\f\ via the mean of the one-dimensional maximal functions of |/| along all the

generating rays. This mean can also be used when 9 is large, say 9 > it/4. The

corresponding part of Mk is therefore bounded on LP, p > 1. To handle small 9,

notice that Arg is the disjoint union of sets

A'ri = {{x,y,z)GK: x,y > 0, 1/2<y/x<1, r2/4 < x2 + y2 + z2 < r2}.

Therefore, we can use A'ri instead of Arg when defining Mk-

If we change coordinates by letting

Z + X z — X

the equation of K becomes X3 = ±\/2x,X2, x,,X2 > 0, and we take only the

positive sign here. Now A!ri corresponds to

A"0 = {(xu x2, v/2xlxi): /?' < x2/xi < B, r/2 <xi+x2< r},
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where ft — (x/l2 + l_l)/(v/72 + 1 + 1) is roughly 72/4, and 8' m ft/4. In each such

set, dS/dxi dx2 = {l + \(x,/x2 + x2/xi))1^2 is approximately constant. Therefore,

when forming means, we can use dx, dx2 instead of dS.

We next replace the sets A"0 by subsets of K whose projections on the x,x2

plane are rectangles; these are more convenient to work with. Since 9, 7, and ft

are small, xi + x2 is roughly xi in A'fp, and xi and x2 are approximately constant

there. Thus, we can cover A'fa by a small number of disjoint sets of type

{{xi,x2, yf2x[~X2~)\ h\/2 < x, < hi, h2/2 < x2 < h2},        h,,h2 > 0,

whose total measure is not much larger than that of A"p. Therefore, Mk/ is

dominated by the supremum of means over sets of this type or, equivalently, by

Mf, where

1 rhi rh.2

Mf{yi,y2,y3)=    sup    -r—r- dxx \     dx2 \f{y, -xuy2 -x2,y3 - y/2xix2)\.
huh2>0 "1^2 JO JO

This leads us to a more general problem in R™+1 = {x = [x1 ,xn+x) G R™ x R}.

Let xn+, — F(x') be the equation of a hypersurface, defined at least for x,,... ,xn>

0. Define

(1.1) Mf(y)=      sup 1        f ' dxx--- f " dxn\f(y'-x',yn+,-F{x'))\.
ru,...,/i„>0 "1 ' " ' nn Jo Jo

In [8, Problem 8, p. 1289], Stein and Wainger raised the question of LP boundedness

for such maximal operators. We shall deal mainly with the case

n

(1.2) xn+, =F{x') = ]\x'*i,        on GR, i = l,...,n.

i=i

THEOREM 1. If F is as in (1.2), M is well defined and bounded on LP(Rn+1)

for all p > 1.

This theorem applies to the maximal function associated with the surface x, x2 =

£3X4 in R4, which appears in connection with admissible convergence in the sym-

metric space SL(4, R)/SO(4, R). Sjogren [6] proves admissible convergence in a

general symmetric space.

By standard techniques, Theorem 1 implies a convergence result. Assume at > 0

for all i and ai > 0 for some i. If / G Lp(Rn+1), the mean

-— /     dx,-- I      dxn f(y' - x', yn+1 - F(x'))
n-i ■ ■ ■ rtn Jo Jo

tends to f(y) as hi,..., hn —> 0, for almost all y G R™+1.

The Hilbert transform associated with the hypersurface (1.2) and similar surfaces

of lower dimension has been studied by Nagel and Wainger [4] and by Vance [11]

and Strichartz [10].
Theorem 1 is proved in §2. The method is an adaptation of the known meth-

ods for maximal functions along curves, involving Fourier transforms and analytic

interpolation as in [8]. Theorem 1 implies that the operator Mk defined above is

bounded on V, p > 1. However, this boundedness can be proved in a simpler way

by means of one-dimensional maximal functions in lacunar directions, as shown in
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§3. When n = 2, this proof also applies to those surfaces of type (1.2) which are

conical, i.e., for which ai + a2 = 1. §3 also contains a proof of the following result

for a second-degree surface in R3.

THEOREM 2. Letn = 2andF(xi,x2) — ax2+bxix2+cx2,wherea,b,ce'R.

Then M is bounded on LP for p > 1.

The proof uses combinations of maximal functions along curves and Theorem 1.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. We first eliminate those ai which are zero. If a; = 0,

then F is independent of xt. In the mean value in (1.1), we can then estimate the

integral

£/ '\f(y'-x',yn+i-F(x'))\dxi

by means of the one-dimensional maximal function taken in the x2 direction. The

remaining integral defines, for each fixed yi, a maximal function of the same type

in a lower-dimensional space. Continuing in this way, we can reduce the problem

to the case where no c^ vanishes. We also assume that we are not in the case

n — 1, «i = 1, which is trivial.

We need some notation. As usual, C denotes various constants. Let

J=\j = (ji,--- Jn+i) G Z"+1: jn+i =J2ji sgn a, i .

Define a = (ai,...,an+i) by the conditions a"1' = • • • = a„ = ffln+i = 2. The

surface (1.2) is invariant under the dilations 6jX = (afxi,..., a^jin+i), provided

JEJ. The Jacobian of 63 is a> = \~\^x off. If / G Zn and x' = (xt,..., xn) G Rn,

we set 6jix' = (aff xi,..., ajjxn). The dilations Xj of a measure or a distribution A

in Rn+1 are defined by

/ (pdXj = / ip(6jx)d\

for test functions <p. The maximal function operator associated with A is M\tp =

We shall dominate Mf by means of M^f, where p will be a compactly supported

smooth measure on the surface. Let tp e Co°(Rn) be a nonnegative function with

support in {x' G R™: Xi > 0, i = 1,... ,n} which equals 1 in R — {x' G Rn: 1 <

Xi < ai}. Now p is defined by

[ipdp= ftp(x',F(x'))rl>(x')dx',        <peC{Rn+1).

Let / > 0 be measurable in Rn+1. Then f(y' - x',yn+i - F(x')) is measurable

in a/ for almost every y. In (1.1) it is enough to consider hi which are of the form

offli, with integers mi,...,mn. Then the domain of integration {x' G R": 0 <

xi < hi} is the union of those sets 6_j> R for which j' = (ji,... ,jn) G Z™ satisfies

ji > —mi, i = 1,...,n. Thus, the mean in (1.1) is bounded by the supremum of

the means over 6~jiR. But these last means are dominated by pj * f with j G J

and, thus, by M^f. Hence, Mf < CM^f, and the following result implies Theorem

1.
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PROPOSITION 1. If f G Lp(Rn+1), p > 1, the convolutionpj*f is well defined

almost everywhere forj G J, and \\MpfWp < C||/||p.

The L2-estimate here can be proved by means of a g-function argument. But for

1 < p < 2, we need to consider an analytic family of operators. Let pz = Gz *p, z G

C, where the distribution Gz is defined by Gz(£) = (1 + |£|2)"z/2. The following

two lemmas will allow analytic interpolation.

LEMMA 1.   There exists a a > 0 such that when —a < Rez < 0,

WMp-fh < C(z)\\f\\2,      feS.

LEMMA 2.   For 0 < Rez < 1 and each p > 1,

l|M^/||p<C(z)||/||p,       feS.

Here and in the sequel, C(z) denotes constants which are bounded, for fixed

Rez, by a polynomial in \z\.

PROOF OF LEMMA 1. We shall compare p to a smooth measure v such that

the Fourier transform p — v is small near the coordinate hyperplanes. This will

allow us to estimate a g-function. Let 0 < f> G Cq°( —1,1) with j <pdx = 1, and let

6 denote the Dirac measure in R. Then we set

71+1

v = p- p* (^{6 - <f>).
i=l

The support of u is compact, and we claim that v is a C°° function. Clearly

v is a sum of terms obtained by convolving p with <f> in one or more variables.

If we convolve p with <p in the (n + l)st variable, we get the C°° function

ip(x')(p(xn+i — F(x')). Convolution with <j> in other variables preserves C°°, so

those terms where p is convolved with cp in the (n -I- l)st variable are C°°. Next,

consider a term where p is convolved with <f in the ith variable, i f= n+ 1. Then we

solve the equation xn+i — F(xl) for Xi and replace xn+i by x, in the argument just

given. Notice that this change of variables introduces a Jacobian in the expression

for p which is C°° in supp p.. Hence, v G Cq°.

We estimate p — v next. Since p is bounded and <p{0) = 1, one has

l£(0-*(OI<ci&l>      i = l,...,n.

To estimate p, and thus p - i>, at infinity, we use a version of van der Corput's

lemma (see Littman [1]). The determinant of the Hessian (d2F/dxidxj)nj=x is

(-ir(i-E^(x')nj-

This expression vanishes only when Y17=i ^ = 1) and then YH=i ccj ̂  1, so that

the Hessian has rank at least n - 1.  Therefore, [1] gives |/i(f)l < C^l-1, where

7 > \{n - 1) and 7 > \ since we have excluded the case n = 1, an = 1.  Since

0 G S, we may summarize:

\p(0-HO\<Cmin((l + \^\)-\\U---AU\)-
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Here we can replace each |£j| by |£i|£ for 0 < s < 1. Estimating the minimum by a

geometric mean, one has

\KO-m\<c(i + \i\)-^2ilM,2n.
i=l

Letting uz = Gz * v, we get

IA2(0 - ^(01 < C(l + |^|)-V2-Re, JJ |6|«/a«
i=l

< Cf[(l + |^.|)-h/2+Rez)/n|^.|£/2n

i=l

for Rez > —\~i-   If £ is small, the assumptions of the following lemma will be

satisfied.

LEMMA 3. IfXe S'(R"+1) satisfies |A(0l < U?=i minflfcl*, I6I-") for some
n>0, then for f G S(Rn+1),

||MA/||2<C7||/||2,        C = C(V,n).

PROOF. We have Mxf < (J2jej l-\,'*/l2)1/2> and tnus' Dv Plancherel's theorem,

IIm./i^supI^ia^oI2)    II/II2.

We must show that the supremum appearing here is finite. Since Aj(£) = \(8j£),

we get

E l*;(0la < II E ™MKZi\2v, Kd\-2V < c,
j€J i=ij,ez

which proves the lemma.

By this lemma, Mllz_llz is bounded on L2(Rn+1), with norm depending only on

Rez. To finish the proof of Lemma 1, we must therefore estimate Mu*. By taking

derivatives of vz of order n + 2, we get

|iy2(x)|<G»(l + |x|)-"-2

because v G S. Therefore, Mu* is dominated by the strong maximal function, and

Lemma 1 follows.

PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Let 0 < Rez < 1. The behavior of Gz is well known;

see e.g. [7, Chapter V, §3]. One has

( |,_|Rez-n-l        |„| <- 1

icwi< cm {(*{_„   • w;;:

for any N, which could also be verified directly.  Choosing iV = n + 1 -t- Re z, we

conclude
\C   I s Ct-,\  \ ^ O-\m\Rez+m(n+l)./
\GZ\ < C(z) 2_^ 2   '   ' v      'X\x\<2~™,

meZ
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where \ denotes characteristic function. This implies

\pz * f(x)\ = J Jf(x - 63{y + u))Gz(y) dydp(u)\

<C(z) E 2H7n,Re2 f dp{u) [ 2m^\f(x-8Ju-83y)\dy.
meZ J J\v\<2—>

The inner integral here is at most

2w(»+Da-i I \f(x-63u-y)\dy<Mi(ui,m)---Mn+i{un+i,m)f(x).
J\yi\<2-™a\l

By Mi(ui,m) we mean the one-dimensional maximal operator

Mi{ui,m)g{t) = sup 2m afk / \g(t - aklUl - s)\ ds,        g G L{oc(R),
keZ J\s\<2-ma^

acting in the ith variable. Thus,

IIA^./Hp < C(z) E 2-lm'Re* f\\Mi(ui,m)---Mn+i(un+i,m)f\\pdp(u).
mez -1

From Lemma 4 it follows that each Mi(ui,m) is bounded on LP, p > 1, with norm

at most C(max(l,m))1/p, uniformly for u G supp p. This implies

||AW||P < C(z) £ 2-lmlRe*(max(l,m))("+1)/l/||p < C(Z)||/||pi
mgZ

which ends the proof of Lemma 2.

To state Lemma 4 we take a decreasing sequence to = (wfc)l^ of positive numbers

and a sequence r = (rfc)I^ of real numbers. Consider the maximal function

1     fLdk

M^Tg(t) = sup — /      \g(t - rfc - s)\ ds,        g G Llc(R).
kez *uk J-^k

If the translations Tk are no larger than the corresponding interval lengths u>k, then

Mwr is essentially the classical maximal function operator. But one can allow

|rfc| ^> Wfc under a condition which compares 77. to the quantities ujk>, k' < k.

LEMMA 4. Assume there exists an integer m > 0 such that for each k the

number of Vs with I > k and |r/| > oJk is at most m. Then MU'T is of weak type

(1,1) with constant at most C ■ (m + 1), and MU,T is bounded on LP, p > 1, with

norm at most C ■ (m + l)1/p, C = C(p).

This lemma is a consequence of Theorem 4 in Nagel and Stein [2]. It can also be

proved by means of Lemma 2 in Sjogren [5]. However, we give a direct proof here.

PROOF. Fix g G /^(R) and a > 0. Let Tk he the family of all intervals / of

length 2u!k such that J, |g| ds > a\I\. Then

(2.1) {M^g > a} c[J [J (I+ rk).
k ierk
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By a standard covering argument, one can find a disjoint subcollection {Ln}n of

T = \Jk Tk such that each I G / is contained in 5/„ for some n. We shall show that

for each n,

(2.2) (J   |J  (I + rk)  <C(m+l)\In\.
fc     re?fc

Jc5/„

To this end, we fix n and let /cn G Z U {±00} be defined by

k0 = inf{k: 2ujk < 5|J„|}.

We shall divide the range of k in (2.2) into three subsets. Take k G Z, and let

I G Tk, I C 5./„. If k < fen, then J G Tk is too long to be contained in 57„. If

k > ko and |i-fc| < 5|Jn|/2, then I + Tk C 10In. In the remaining case, k > ko, \tk\ >

5|Jn|/2, one has |rfc| > uik0- (If ko = -00, we define 07_oo as the obvious limit.)

By hypothesis, this occurs for at most m values of k. For each such k, we get

I + Tk c 5In + rk.

By summation we obtain (2.2). Now (2.1), (2.2) imply

\{M""g > a}\ < C(m + 1)£ U»l < C(m + 1)«~x||srjj 1,

and the weak type (1,1) inequality is proved.

The strong LP estimate follows by interpolation, since MW'T is bounded on L°°.

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1. We shall apply the analytic interpolation theorem

(see [9, Chapter V, §4]) to Lemmas 1 and 2. First we must linearize the operators.

Let N be a natural number and j(x) a measurable mapping of R"+1 into {j G

J: \ji\ < N, i = l,...,n}. Then pz3ix\ * /(x) varies linearly with f G S. The

interpolation theorem requires simple functions. Therefore, we let $ G Cq° be

nonnegative and satisfy /$dx = 1. Consider the mapping

Tzg(x) = pzj{x) * $ * g(x),

which is defined for simple g, since then $ * g G S. By Lemmas 1 and 2, the

inequality ||rzg||p < C(z)||g||p holds for p = 2 if -a < Rez < 0 and for p > 1 if

0 < Rez < 1. Interpolation now yields ||Tng||p < C||g||p, p > 1, for simple g.

Given / G Lp, p > 1, we can find functions of type $ * g which converge to / in

Lp and a.e. A simple limit argument then gives

yj(X)*f(x%<c\\f\\p.

Letting N —> 00 and choosing the optimal j(x) for each N, we obtain Proposition

1 and, thus, Theorem 1.

3. Some proofs in R3. We first give a simple proof of Theorem 1 for n = 2

in the case ai + a2 = 1. Write the integral in (1.1) as a sum of integrals over those

subsets where 2~m < x2/xi  < 2~m+l.   In these integrals, we change variables
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through t = xi, X — 2mx2/xi. Hence,

r2 cy — m

Mf(y) <    sup        dx^i-r
huh^oJi       ^zhih2

rmin{hi,2mh2/\)

■ / t\f(yi -t,y2 -2~mXt,y3 -2~a*mXaH)\dt
Jo

<r f2,,r  2"m     •   fu    2m/i2\2
< sup    /    dA >    —— min [hi,—,— )

fei,/i2>o/i        ~z hih2 \ X   f

•supi /"   \f(yi-t,y2-2-mXt,y3-2-a^XaH)\dt
h>o n Jo

< sup /2Emin(2-^,2^A-2)M1tc/(2/)dA
h,,hji  ^z        \        h2       hi       f

<C j Mx\j(y)dX,

where MXslC denotes the maximal function along the lacunar directions (1,2~mA,

2_Q2mAQ2), m G Z. It is shown in [3] that M^c is bounded on LP, p > 1, and the

bound is uniform in A, as seen by linear mappings. An integration in A now ends

the proof.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Consider first the case 6 = 0. The two parabolic

maximal function operators

1   fh
Max/(x) = supT /    |/(xi-5,x2,x3-as2)|ds

h>o n Jo

and
1   fh

M2/(x) = sup- /    |/(xi,x2 -s,x3 -cs2)|ds
li>o n Jo

are bounded on LP, p > 1; see [8]. Their composition dominates our operator; in

fact, Mf < M*M2f, and the conclusion follows in this case.

Assume now that 6^0. It is enough to consider hi,h2, with hi < h2 in (1.1).

When c ^ 0, we write F = a'(x'x)2 + c(x2)2, where x!x — xi and x2 = x2 +

bxi/2c. The domain of integration in (1.1) is contained in R' = {(x'x, x2): 0 < x'x <

hi, |x2| < Ch2}, whose area is 2C times larger. The mean in (1.1) can thus be

replaced by that over R', and the case 6 = 0 applies.

When c = 0, we write F — XjX2 instead where x'x = xi and x2 = axi + 6x2.

Now we can apply Theorem 1 to the mean over the same rectangle R' as before.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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